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It is not for our family, it is not to secure a good position, it is not to earn money, it is not to obtain a diploma, that
we study. We study to learn, to know, to understand the world, and for the sake of the joy that it gives us.

Welcome to the January issue!!!

Prim Bulletin

The students at Primrose Schools finally returned to school on January 3rd almost after two
months of rain holidays! It was a hectic time for everyone to be back to their normal routine.
They had to start studying for their upcoming exams too.
This month was a hustle – bustle for all the students as
their exams were scheduled on a revised date starting from
January 11th as announced. Exam fever set in as the dates
neared! Yet, few days of Pongal holidays cooled our
excited nerves….Phew! All the exams were done; and
every one of us eagerly awaited our results.
On January 26th our school celebrated the 67th Republic
Day bringing in cherished memories. The celebration
opened with a colorful march past; we then took “the
Swach Bharath” pledge. Students and teachers pledged
uniformly to keep their environment, school and home
clean. Everyone promised never to litter and never to let
anyone litter.
It was indeed a mighty step by children of all schools to build their future in India with a
clean environment to live, clean air to breathe and pure water to drink. After the pledge, we
all enjoyed the performance of our teachers that showcased their skills apart from teaching.
Hope you have a wonderful month.

With Love and Hope,
Student Editorial Team
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Unfurling Prim buds
If we didn’t have birthdays

A week before my birthday!

If we didn’t have birthdays, we
wouldn’t be what we are. We
might be a door knob! Or a
fish! Or a toad on a tree! Or a
bag full of hard green
tomatoes! Or worse than
that….
But you… You ARE YOU!
And now isn’t that pleasant?

I am very happy and excited
as next week is my birthday.
I will turn 11 years old. I will
step into a new year on 15th
February, 2016. I will get
special blessings on this day.
Surprise party gifts and I will
get new dress. A delicious
frozen cake also!!
I can
choose a person with me on
this
day
to
distribute
chocolates.
Siya Jithin, IV

Stanley Nirmal, IV

A week before my birthday!

If we didn’t have birthdays

I am very happy and excited as
I am going to step into a new
year and my age will be 10. I
will get a new colourful dress. I
will get many blessings from
relatives and elders. I will get
many surprise gifts. I will also
cut a tasty, delicious cake. It
will be my day.
Sakthi Sahana, IV

If we didn’t have birthdays,
we wouldn’t be human beings.
We may be a clam or a bird on a
tree or a bag of tasty
potatoes. We may not be born.
If you aren’t born then you
can’t be present. Be we are
ourselves, so we should have
fun and be happy.
Vinayak Dasika, IV
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Unfurling Prim buds
Let me be……
A girl is differently-abled and is bounded to a
wheel chair. People expected her to sit on the
wheel chair without making a sound. People
wanted her to smile even when she is sad. She
has to have patience and never sigh.
There are so many thoughts inside her head.
When she starts talking, some strange voice
comes from her lips. She is not able to perform
a simple task. Even she has a mind like everyone.
Don’t ignore her.
She wants people to talk to her. She says it
doesn’t matter even if I don’t understand. She
wants people to include her in their talks and spend time with her. She says,
“I am also alive, I would like to use that life”.
Natania Meryn, V B
The Moon

The moon is like a pearl
In the blue black sky;
It goes rolling to the east
Is happy and spreads its milky light
And the stars like diamond crystals
look scattered in the sea
We feel that diamonds smile at us
with their twinkling eyes;
At last they hide somewhere
When the king, the sun arrives.
Shaina, VI

Quote Of The Month
Be the change you want to be in this world. Mahatma Gandhi
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How Non Alignment Movement [ NAM] is the Soul of India
In the present day we may think that there is no cold war, so there won’t be any need for
the NAM. But we are wrong, NAM’s objective is not only to fight against aligning any of
the power blocks during the cold war or against imperialism and colonisation which has
been completely eradicated from the earth like smallpox. NAM has periodically
changed its main objectives, like disarmament, anti-pollution, economic development,
anti-terrorism.
NAM may not be a non-aligned movement on the present day but when a time comes
when the nations of the world are again forced to choose between two superpowers, then
NAM would play a major role in giving aid to all those countries who do not want to
align with any of the power blocs.

NAM’s panchsheel principles had helped many of the member states from
misunderstandings and confrontations. NAM also tries its best to bridge the gap
between a poor nation and a rich nation. This role is still to be completed as there are
many underdeveloped and developing nations in the world which still has a long way to
being developed.
NAM still needs to find other objectives for its sustenance. The world is not any more
bipolar, nor does it have any imperialistic countries who have any colonies or subjugated
nations. Nearly all the nations of the world have got its independence.
Thus most of NAM’s major objectives have been achieved, so it has to take up other
objectives like complete disarmament, anti-hunger, vaccination to all, compulsory
cleaning of rivers and water bodies, conservation of wildlife, control of population and
also pollution checking in countries. So I would like to conclude that NAM should not
be completely forgotten and it should reinstate the solving of the modern life problems
stated above as their objectives to more efficient and effective.
Rattan, X
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Artist’s Masterpiece

A. Maria Lexi IV

Sahana II A
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